
   

Trail-O Adriatic Meeting – Bulletin 2
General info
Event centre: School Hall Pietro Zorutti, Borgo Aquileia 35, Palmanova (UD)

Embargo: the entire old map is embargoed until the end of Sunday competition. You can freely 
use the 3 main roads coming from the City Gates (see attached map). Most hotels and 
restaurants are in this area. If you accommodation is in embargoed area you can reach it on the 
shorter route from the free area. The embargo is still valid after Saturday's race; you can walk on
the 3 main streets and in Piazza Grande (central square)
Parking: before the race please only use area marked PARKING AREA in the attached map, 
then  proceed to the event centre. Wheelchairs or impaired competitors can park at organizer's 
parking inside the event centre. 

    

https://maps.app.goo.gl/UmXK2bAJXtCsrZKM9


Model: at  the event centre there's a model TempO station.

Map:  1:4000  2m contours ;  this  is  an old  map,  at  first  ISOM in  scale  7500,  updated and
transformed during the years by many mappers.  It  has been fixed as much as possible but
bearings and lines are not the best methods to solve tasks.

Horse-racing obstacles (black X in the old map) are not mapped. (this is due to a scheduled
obstacles  removal  in  these  days,  so  it  is  impossible  to  know what  will  be  the situation  on
Saturday and Sunday).
Some pic-nic are not mapped because they can be moved. If present they are black X.

Black O = playground item

Terrain: for both races there's a lot of variety: sometimes urban, sometimes outside the walls;
very near controls and far away controls 

Wheelchairs: during the competition there are areas with grass. Outside competition (not during
the race, in the transitions between stations and transfers) there's steep climb.
Bring good wheels and tri-ride.

HELL'S RACE: during this weekend HELL'S RACE is staged in
Palmanova. During both our competitions you can see big temporary
structures unmapped, orange tapes, orange signs with black arrow,
runners passing through. All this shouldn't cause trouble for viewing
flags or solving tasks. If there are problems you will be informed at
the event centre or at Pre-Start .

Time controls maps: made with TOM software – available in LOOSE fomat only– mapped
section  is  square  with  variable  side (50 to 100 mm according  to the needs.  In  some long-
distance tasks  viewing  point  is  slightly  out  of  the map.  We decided  that  this  doesn't  cause
trouble.

STOP: Time controls stops signs are like this: 

Z answer  tolerance: Z answer tolerance follows the IOF standards: 4m, enlarged according to
the rules for far away controls. 

Bib numbers: used in both competitions. Please wear  so that marshall  can easily see your
number. They are available at the event centre with your club receipt. Remember to give them
back after Sunday's competition.

Results: available on Oribos live after last start. Relay results printed and posted at the event
centre.

                                                  -----------------------
Campionato Italiano Staffetta - One Man Relay (2
legs)– 5^ prova Coppa Italia

Date: Saturday  September 30th  2023
Event center opens: 13:30h
First start: 14:30h
Prizegiving: 18.00h (Coppa Italia and Relay)
This competition is not on eventor – please check here:  https://www.fiso.it/gara/202340

    

https://www.fiso.it/gara/202340
https://www.bostek.it/live/
https://www.hellsrace.it/


Start: Pre-Start at the event center according to the published start list. You will be given a small
map to reach PreO Start and TempO stations. You must follow the route marked on the map
with dashed line.

PreO: 15 controls – map printed in A5 format on blueback paper
Time limit (format between normal and  PreO sprint)
ELITE: 30 minutes
PHISICALLY CHALLENGED: 40 minutes

Viewing points are NOT marked for controls with one flag (A)

After PreO: 4 TempO stations, with 5 tasks and 6 flags each

After last station please go back to the event centre and don't come back to race area.

Flags: two far-away flags,  one in  the PreO part  and one in  Station 2 have double  flags to
improve visibility.

Punching: in the PreO part paper control-card with manual punching will be used. Please bring
a watch and personal punch (at Pre-Start you can borrow one). 
PreO control cards are given at the Pre-Start.

DIR class:
Same course as ELITE. Don't compete for relay, only individual.
(who entered in ESO-beginners class – small mistake of ours in the entries system, sorry – will
be moved to DIR class )

                                                  -----------------------
6^  prova  Coppa  Italia  -  WRE–  TempO  -
Campionato regionale FVG

Date: Sunday October 1st 2023
First start: 09:30h
Prizegiving: 13.30h  (TempO and Foot-O)

Start:  Pre-Start at the event centre according to the published start list.  You will  be given a
small map to reach the TempO stations. You must follow the route marked on the map with
dashed line.

7 TempO stations, with 5 tasks and 6 flags each

Exiting some stations and coming back from other stations you will  pass through the viewing
area of next  competitors while they are solving the tasks. For fair-play please don't  stop, be
silent, just pass with constant speed and don't look at the competitors.  

After last station please go back to the event centre and don't come back to race area.

ESO(beginners) and DIR classes:
ESO(beginners) and DIR classes will compete on 4 stations only: 
1 – 2 -  6  - 7
After Station 2  go directly to Station 6

Foot-o race: free start from 10.30h. Start outside Porta Aquileia (150 m from event centre). 
Non urban terrain: the race is completely outside the city walls.
Info>  https://www.fiso.it/gara/2023473

    

https://www.fiso.it/gara/2023473
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